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ECE resources

We are a story-making species. Story is how we document our lives. It is our history; it is our herstory. 
It is how we form our identities as families, as communities, as nations. It is how we shape what we 
do and it determines how we react to people with different stories. Story is communication, but it is 
more than that, it forms us.

 Joy Cowley1, 2018, p. 9

The above quote by renowned children’s author, Joy Cowley, sums up the important role that stories 
play in our lives. Stories are important aspects of cultural learning through which children learn to 
make meaning and sense of their experiences and the world2. Children are immersed in the stories that 
surround them from birth, or before, in their family home environments. Children learn about themselves 
and their identities through the stories that they hear and tell. 

Stories are diverse
Stories are found all over the world, but there is no one way to share stories with children3. Stories might 
conjure up images of adults reading books to children, but stories can also be conveyed through oral 
storytelling, songs, dance, role play, folktales and legends, everyday conversations, jokes, and Bible 
stories. In some cultures, artefacts such as traditional carvings, drawings, textiles, and weaving are also 
examples of ways that stories might be shared with young children in their communities.

Stories encompass embodied, oral, and written literacies
Stories are an important aspect of literacy for all children in ECE settings. Stories are diverse and situated 
in culture, encompassing embodied, spoken, and written forms of making and sharing meaning. Reading 
books and oral storytelling are two ways that teachers can share stories with children in ECE settings. 
Children are also storytellers and actors, and it is important to allow them opportunities to initiate and 
communicate about the stories that matter to them during everyday play and conversations.    

Stories might take many forms for making and communicating meaning in ECE settings, including 
oral, written, and embodied modes. They might include action songs, prayers (karakia), everyday 
conversations, mark-making and art, pretend play, animal/vehicle/puppet play, learning stories, and book 
reading. Children follow stories through watching, listening, and engaging in storytelling using their 
bodies in space as well as gestures, noises, facial expressions, eye contact, touch, and words.   

Storybook reading
Research has consistently shown that shared book reading between adults and children has benefits for 
children’s oral language development, as well as their executive function skills4. Reading books together 
can support aspects of learning such as joint attention, listening comprehension, memory, vocabulary, 
and narrative telling and retelling, as well as facilitating social-emotional relationships. Responsive, 
reciprocal interactions are fundamental to supporting children’s learning during shared book reading. 
Sharing books with children in a way that encourages conversation, or ‘dialogic reading’, is one aspect 
of rich, responsive storybook interactions with children5. Key features of dialogic reading include asking 
questions, providing opportunities to talk about the pictures, pausing to give children opportunities to 
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talk about the story, and extending upon their ideas. In contrast, reading books to children word-for-word 
without inviting children to actively participate in the story interactions has fewer benefits for children’s 
developing oral language and early literacy.   

Oral storytelling
Oral storytelling is common in many cultures of the world, and it continues to be a highly valued practice 
for young children in indigenous communities, including Māori and Pacific ECE contexts6. Telling and re-
telling stories can also support children’s oral language and socioemotional development. Evidence 
shows that stories involving talk about the past, or `reminiscing’, can also have positive benefits for 
children’s vocabulary, phonological awareness, narrative skills, and emotional development7. Many 
children love to hear, tell, and re-tell stories about themselves and people, places, and things that they 
know well. Learning stories are one potential resource for supporting children to talk about their past 
experiences8, situating the child as a central character in the story being re-told.   

Children as storytellers
Teachers and parents play a crucial role in reading and telling stories to children, but it is important to 
remember that children are storytellers too. Even before children can talk, they make signals through 
their embodied gestures, noises, and eye contact to tell us things. Children are competent and capable 
of observing and participating in stories in many different ways, such as play. Helicopter storytelling, 
based on the work of early childhood educator and researcher Vivian Gussin Paley9, is one approach 
to supporting children as storytellers and story actors. It incorporates embodied, spoken, and written 
literacies and children share their stories using whatever language they have, sometimes using only a 
single word and actions. Teachers invite children to tell their stories, writing the stories down so the child 
can later enact their stories with their peers10. 

Reading and telling stories is a critical aspect of early literacy development for young children of all ages, 
starting in early childhood11. Teachers play a vital role in providing opportunities for children to engage 
in stories, as well as intentionally ensuring story-sharing interactions that foster and extend social 
relationships, oral language, and understandings about the world through oral narratives and books. 
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